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• 12% of Canadian children and youth are meeting the 
current daily physical activity guidelines (Statistics Canada, 2021)

• 36% of 8- to 12-year-olds in Canada assessed by the CAPL 
meet or exceed the minimum level recommended for 
physical literacy (Tremblay et al., 2018; Participaction, 2021)

Physical Activity Levels of Canadian Children
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Health Benefits of Physical Literacy
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• Physical literacy development is a 
gateway to physical activity 
participation (Brown et al., 2020; Cairney et at., 2019)

• Physical literacy development 
influences physical activity 
participation and related health 
outcomes across the life course (Cairney et 
al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020) 

• Physical literacy is a lifelong journey 
(Cairney et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020)

The Bidirectional Relationship 
Between Physical Literacy and 

Physical Activity 



Physical Activity
• Canada’s 24-Hour Movement Guidelines for 

Early Years

• Infants: Active several times per day, 30 
minutes tummy time

• Toddlers & Preschoolers: 180 minutes of 
physical activity a day, includes energetic play



Young Children – Activite by 
Nature?
• Healthy Kids Report Card, 2016

• One-third of Canadian preschool children are 
either overweight or obese.

• Young children spend an average of 7.5 hours 
daily being sedentary.

• Only 15% meet the guidelines for less than one 
hour of screen time per day. 

• Why is this happening? (see handout)





Canada is Ageing

Source: Statistics Canada, 2012
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• As Canadians age, they are progressively 
less likely to participate regularly in some 
form of sport

• The level of participation at all ages has 
declined over the past decade

Source:  Canadian Heritage. Sport Participation 2010 Research paper. February 2013. Catalogue No. CH24-
1/2012E-PDF

(in-) Active Ageing
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Maintain, Manage, Maximize for resilience and durability by design
(compression of morbidity - J.F. Fries)

• Manage conditions
• Maximize physical 

literacy
• Maintain fitness
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Why don’t Canadian adults participate? TAD

Time Appearance Discomfort/cost
• Lack of time- reality or 

excuse?
• Conflicts 
• Transportation

• Body image, tighter/shorter 
clothing

• Mixed gender groups
• Ability – “I don’t want to 

look foolish”

• Physical – chronic injury, OA, 
etc.

• “Fear of exercise” – pain, 
fatigue

• Fear of falling
• Financial discomfort – fees, 

transportation, etc.  
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• Activating the brain to learn new movements and 
skills;

• Developing a broader range of movement 
competencies;

• Supporting learning with fun, social, challenging 
activities;

• Building confidence and the desire to participate;
• Taking advantage of body and brain plasticity –

moving and learning are protective!

A PL-based approach means:
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• As our bodies change, grow and age, the body 
needs to adapt and learn new movement skills.

• We continually build on existing physical literacy 
with new activities and experiences.

• We transition to different activities as mobility or 
life circumstances change.

• We can move for life through recreation, masters 
and community programs.

PL is a lifelong journey 
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• “Appearance” and audience can work 
against fun and learning

• Safe places to try (and fail)
• Test/ask about discomfort: what can’t 

they do easily?
• Confidence is built on fun and 

challenge…and overcoming 
appearance and discomfort!

Confidence for fun and learning 
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Key Components to 
Develop Physical Literacy

1. FUN!

2. With purpose

3. Everyone included & participant-

centered

4. Always moving

5. Progressive & challenging
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Physical Literacy for Communities



Phase 1: EDUCATE

Physical Literacy for Communities
A three phase commitment

February, 2019
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Facilitating an understanding and 
Awareness of physical literacy

Developing physical literacy-enriched
programs

Self-sustaining physical literacy
for communities

Phase 2: TRAIN

Phase 3: SUSTAIN
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VISION
• Transforming the lives of individuals and health of 

Prince George – Lheidli T’enneh through the 
development of Physical literacy.

MISSION
• To develop physical literacy and quality sport in 

Prince George – Lheidli T’enneh empowering 
everyone to be active for life.



In this project there are 3 distinct Inuit communities, each 
with their common history and also their own unique ways of 
knowing and doing. Being prepared to think differently across 
communities and being prepared to adapt approaches has 
been a key practice for “a good way” forward in this project. 
A way forward that acknowledges and engages each 
community where they are at and testing and learning from 
there.  A key process has been empowering their voice to 
share their needs and vision for their community 



Building intentionally (albeit slowly) by increasing local 
capacities through training and providing access to networks, 
knowledge and best practices from other Nunavut and 
Nunavik communities, as well adaptable practices from the 
South. This project has attempted to break the cycle of 
communities being passive participants or simply recipients 
of the services and resources of a project. And instead 
encouraging the development of the skills and abilities to 
create, implement and maintain sustainable programming 
self-sufficiently. A change in community thinking and an 
emphasis on self-determination and full engagement in all 
facets of the project has not been easy nor has it reached 
sustainable levels … yet.  But it has begun.



Thanks
Questions?
drew@sportforlife.ca

@PhysLitGuy
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